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SHAKESPEARE’S HEROICAL HISTORIES: ‘HENRY  Vl’ AND ITS
iIgERARY TRADITION.  David  Riggs.  Harvard  University Press, 1971.

l .00.
Professor  Riggs  of  Stanford  University, in his  thought-provoking study of the
Henry VI plays, succeeds in  rescuing the  trilogy from  those  critics who  have
charged Shakespeare  with  plagiarism, or  more  generally condemned the plays as
‘early work’.  For  Riggs, the  trilogy is not an  example  of literary theft, or even the
creation of bad history in order to  make  good  drama. Instead,  Riggs  argues  that
it  shows  skilful use of sixteenth-century rhetoric and  tapas,  which Thomas More
(not to  mention  Alison  Hanham) would  recognise.  Using theatrical  and
humanistic  forms derived in  part  from  Tamburline  the  Great,  the  trilogy presents
a highly ethical interpretation of  fifteenth-century history.  Its concerns include
those  ethical  questions which preoccupied  Shakespeare’s generation:  the value of
individual  achievement, its  dangers  to obedience and the  rule  of law, the
contribution  of  parentage  to heroism, and the  question  of which  values  made one
a  lord of men.  These questions make  the trilogy much  more  than a condemnation
of  civil dissention  and  a  praise of hierarchical order. Shakespeare avoided
moralizing, and  treated with irony the contradictions between individual
aspiration and ethical  convention.  In this  context,  the first part of  Henry VI deals
with  the ‘gradual deterioration of heroic idealism  between  the Hundred  Years’
War and the  Yorkist accession’. With  the  opening lament for the  dead Henry V,
the  audience  is  asked  to recall the  king as the  most pure example  of  heroic
perfection, before the disastrous  accession  of his  weakling son. The downward
movement  is  swift, but sharply delineated, as in the Temple Garden  scene  (1
Henry VI, Act 1, Scene  4), in which the  natural  nobility of Henry V  and  Talbot  is
diverted to  comparatively trivial, but  catastrophic  ends. The second  play in the
trilogy presented  a  (for the time) groundbreaking portrayal  of  a weak king and
his  discontented magnates; it raised the  question, vital  to fifteenth- and  sixteenth-
century courtiers, of the  place  of the nobility. By 3  Henry VI, we are dealing with
the transformation of chivalry and its heroes, to  revenge  and monsters (e.g.,
Queen  Margaret, and Richard of  Gloucester  and his brothers,  ‘the bloody
cannibals’). Riggs  devotes  much care  to his  examination  of  Richard  III,  pointing
to its  theme  of form and  artifice  as determinants of  a ruler’s nature:  if the  ‘royal
style’ can be mastered by a  monster, can  society prevent  a long line of  such
princes? Outwardly a  Proteus, within himself  Richard possesses  a  stable concept
of the  efficacy of individual will in  shaping the world. But  this  is not  enough:
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Richard’s tragedy is, in part, his  inability to  know  his  true  self and his own
aspirations, to discern the difference  between the private  life  of moral  values  and
the public life lived  according to  humanistic  ideals.  Shakespeare found  no  easy
solution  to the problem  except  by casting Richmond as  a  pious  contrast  to the
heroic ideals England had finally shattered. Riggs’s  interpretation is fascinating,
well-supported by examples from the rest of  sixteenth-century drama, and  highly
recommended for  a  deeper  understanding of the history plays.

LORRAINE  C.  ATmEED

WAR AND  CHIVALRY. WARFARE  AND  ARISTOCRATIC CULTURE
IN  ENGLAND, FRANCE  AND  BURGUNDY  AT THE END OF THE
MIDDLE AGES.  Malcolm  Vale. Duckworth, 1981.  £18.
In  this  important  book  Dr.  Vale  sets out to  analyse  the relationship between the
ideas  and  behaviour  in war of  nobles  and  knights, the professional warrior class,
at the end of the middle  ages  and in  Burgundy and France especially. He
presents  a View  of chivalry at variance  with  the long dominant theories of Johan
Huizinga, expressed particularly in his  Waning of the  Middle Ages.  Criticism of
Huizinga  is not  new, but Dr.  Vale’s thesis  is  a  comprehensive one in his chosen
field and  uses many records  arguably more  accurate in reflecting their times than
those  on which  Huizinga  relied.  Both Huizinga  and  Vale  understand chivalry to
be the sentiment of honour, the former seeing it as  a  restraining ideal in  a  brutal
society, at its  peak  in the era of the crusades and in decline  during the subsequent
non-crusading period, degenerating into a  mere  fantasy world  of the  nobility.  In
contrast  Dr.  Vale maintains that  chivalry remained  a  valid, accepted and widely
encouraged  ideal of  behaviour, an  ideal  passed on to the future as the cult of
honour.  The  class  professionally engaged  in war, the  noble  and the  knight, was
adapting to the new forms of warfare  both  practically and in its ideas.

Dr.  Vale’s first  chapter  deals with  the literature which educated the
chivalrous. He  points  out  that examples  of virtue and  honour  in  Burgundian
treatises were  taken  not only from  Romances, as so  often  stated, but  also  from
classical authors.  The  noble  was  urged  towards virtue and  self  discipline so  that
he  might take  his  rightful place above encroaching lawyers and clergy in the
councils of princes. He was  expected  to be  literate, well spoken and wise in
council, as well as  skilled  at arms. Dr.  Vale  is certain  that this  advice was  read.
Such  books  could  not  teach  the practice of war but their  ideas  could and did
influence  the  behaviour  of  warriors.

Dr.  Vale takes  issue  with  the view  that  the influence of orders of  chivalry on
real  warfare was minimal. He analyses the  orders  of the Golden  Fleece
(Burgundy) and the  Croissant  (Anjou) and finds  them  of considerable political
significance.  They were sovereign  orders  which bound  their members personally
to their prince and thereby harnessed chivalry to the  service of princes and  made
chivalric  ideas  a political  force.  The  real value  of  tournaments  in the  training of
men for warfare is  similarly argued convincingly in  opposition  to the  commonly
held view that they were  mere artificial  displays. The  tournament  rewarded the
skilful with  adulation, prizes and  fame.  The  knights famous  in the  lists  were
equally conspicuous  in  real war, such  as Louis of  Bruges  (Edward  IV’s, Earl of
Winchester) and  Jacques Lalaing.  The  same  men were  also  ready to welcome the
new  weapons  of their time.
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In dealing with  the techniques of war Dr.  Vale  challenges the old idea  that
chivalry was killed off by the new infantry tactics of the English,  Flemish  and
Swiss.  He  points  out  that  cavalry remained the prestigious  element  in armies
throughout  the fifteenth century and  that  it evolved new weapons and  tactics  to
deal  with its new enemies.  Plate  armour for man and  horse  grew efficient and
sophisticated, proof  against  crossbow bolt, arrow and  pike,  its articulation was
good  and its  weight  compared favourably with  the burden of the  nineteenth
century soldier. One of the most interesting sections explains the use and
development of the  fighting unit  of the lance in  cavalry tactics: the properly
conducted charge and pursuit remained all important. Dr.  Vale also  traces  briefly
the development of artillery and shows no disapproval of it among the chivalrous
but rather  eagerness  for  a  new and useful  weapon.

Dr.  Vale  concludes  with a  chapter on the  ‘changing face’ of his subject,
covering the new standing armies. which demanded new organizations, new
uniforms and  insignia, as well as the use of mercenaries which demanded new
methods of  payment  and control.  Both  the mercenaries and the  Burgundian  civil
wars  were  creating a  bloodier  and more pitiless warfare for different reasons.
Despite these changes, however, chivalric  concepts  continued and the  knight
continued  to  fight alongside  the  ‘new’ archer,  gunner  and  pikeman.  Loyalty,
honour  and service remained ideals.

There is little direct  reference  to England in this  book, but England can be
understood to have  been  in the  cultural  sphere of  Burgundy.  The illustrations are
excellently chosen, particularly the entertaining and instructive  items  from the
Mittelalterliches Hausbuch.  Appendices include  tables  of weights and  strengths
of plate armour and  there  is an  extensive bibliography. In all  a  most  valuable
contribution to this  subject  to which one cannot do justice in  a  brief review.

ANNE  F.  SU'ITON

MEDIEVAL  ENGLISH  GARDENS.  Teresa McLean. Collins, 1981. £12.50.
Dr.  McLean  has written an  informative  book  packed  with fascinating detail,

'  covering the period from the Norman  Conquest  to  about  1500 and  ranging from
the  peasant’s cabbage  plot to the flowery meads and trellised walks of the lord.
The  book  is  extremely well organised, the reader being expertly guided from topic
to diverse topic of this wide  subject  without awkwardness or  hesitation. Monastic
gardens, ”those of the  towns, in particular London, and of the  castle  and manor
house  are  dealt with separately. Certain gardens  such as  those  of Henry III at
Woodstock  and Windsor, of Norwich  Cathedral  and  Beaulieu Abbey necessarily
bulk large because of the  wealth  of  extant  documentary evidence. The author has
a particularly interesting section on the plants, both beautiful and homely, to be
found in all  types  of medieval  garden, giving both their history and uses. No
medieval plant  lacked a  use  whether  in the  pot, as  a  medicine or cosmetic or as  a
fragrance. The gillyflower, the  wallflower, two of the  most  fragrant, the daisy, not
banished from  the  lawn  in the middle  ages, camomile  and hyssop are  just  some
of  those  which  have  their characteristics and place in  literature  and the still  room
explained. Both  the lily and the rose, so important in religious as well as secular
symbolism, have a section  to themselves. Gardens  were  for  supply and pleasure:
the  vegetable patch, the vineyard, the  herb garden  and the  orchard  as well as
allures, arbours, turf  covered  seats  and the  fashionable Rosamund’s  bowers
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receive attention. The  symbolic  importance of the garden is covered in  a  chapter
on the love garden, derived from  biblical  imagery and much developed in
medieval literature.

The illustrations and figures are well chosen, complementing and
illuminating the text. For  a  well  researched  book  it is  much  to be regretted  that
there  are no footnotes  giving the sources of the collected details. There is  a  useful
bibliography and the sources can  often  be guessed, but something more precise
would have helped readers to  pursue  aspects of the  subject which  intrigued  them.

ANNE F.  SUTrON

HISTORICAL NOTES  OF  A LONDON CITIZEN, 1483—1488.  Richard  Firth
Green, English Historical  Review,  Volume  96, Number 380,  July 1981, pages
585—590.
These  are brief annals compiled in London probably from year to  year  by
members of one  merchant  family or  guild  as Mr. Firth Green suggests.  They
exist, however, only in  a copy made  about  1512—1513 and now in the possession
of the  College  of Arms. The entries for  each  year vary in  length  but the coverage
for  1482—7  is particularly good. They are  a useful  addition to the sources for
Richard  III’s reign  and the preceding Protectorship period. They reassert the date
of the  execution  of Hastings as 13 June and  .state  that there  had  been  plots
discovered  against  the  Duke  of  Gloucester’s  life. before  this.  The  date  of the
second postponement of Edward V’s coronation is  given with  unusual  accuracy
as  9  November.  Most  significantly they record  that  in  1483  within the mayoral
year of Edmund  Shaa (ending 28  October 1483), Edward  V  and  Richard, Duke
of York  ‘wer  put to deyth in the  Towur  of  London  be the vise of the  duke  of
Buckingham’. This dating is the  same  as  that  of the  Great Chronicle  of London.
Mr. Firth Green  points  out  that  this is the earliest suggestion of  Buckingham’s
involvement in the crime and how neatly it supports P. M. Kendall’s  theory of
the  Duke’s  responsibility. He goes on to  issue  the  warning that these annals
depended on the  ‘gossip (or perhaps  propaganda)’ current in London at the time
and not on firsthand  information.

ANNE  F.  SUTrON

SHAKESPEARE: RICHARD III: PLAYS  IN  PERFORMANCE, ed. Julie
Hankey. Series ed. Jeremy Treglown.  Junction Books  Ltd., 1981. £9.95. (U.S.A.,
Barnes and Noble  Books).
This  is the  first  play to be produced in  a  new series which  aims  to  treat  in detail
of the  stage  history of plays  which  have  a  continuous tradition of performance.
The avowed aim is to ‘approach. .  .  classic plays by putting them  in the  context
of  modifications  and interpretations made to  them  by directors and actors on
stage  and on  film’. Shakespeare’s  plays  have been  subjected to varying
interpretations in respect of  staging,  acting and even of the  text  used, according
to current  stage  conventions,  fashion,  and attitudes to Shakespeare. The
production presented at any given time  is what is important, and the series  aims
to provide as much detail as is possible  about  all aspects of all major
productions, including overall interpretation, details of  stage  business, and  sets
and costumes.  Richard  III is  a  particularly good  play to  begin  with  having a
continuous record of performance, and  having launched  or enhanced the  careers
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of  a  number of major  actors:  Cibber, Garrick,  Cooke,  Kemble, Kean, Irving,
Olivier .  .  .

This  is inevitably a  rather sectional  book,  beginning with  a  ‘Selective
chronological  table  of performances of  Richard  III in  English’,  followed by a
bibliography, and  a  seventy-three  page  ‘introduction’ covering the history of the
play in performance from  Shakespeare’s day to the present.  Then  follows the  text
of the play with  extensive  annotations  on production details, and  then  as
appendix, seven soliloquies  from Colley Cibber’s text  are  printed,  followed by a
glossary.  The  book  lacks the aid of an  index  to performers or directors  which
makes it difficult to  trace  a  specific  production through the  introduction  and
annotations.

The selective list of performances lists by date, actor/director and  theatre,
but not by company, and is oddly selective, including the Rustaveli Company
(1979—80) who  most  certainly did not perform in English, but not the relatively
more  accessible French  production  by the  Come’die  Francaise  (directed by Terry
Hands as part of the World  Theatre Season  in  1973), which although  based on
his  original production  for the  Royal  Shakespeare  Company in 1970, differed
markedly from it. On the whole the  coverage  of  English  performances is wide
ranging in  list, introduction  and  annotation, but  a  number  of recent  English
productions are not  included, notably Paul Daneman  (1962, the Old  Vic), Ian
Richardson (1975, Stratford, The  Other Place), and Alan  Bade] (1976, St.
George’s  Theatre). The last named of  these  had perhaps not much to offer in
terms of  this  book, but The  Other  Place  production was certainly worthy of
notice.

I found  the introduction the  most  interesting and  thought-provoking section
of the  book.  The  author  studies the history of  attitudes  to the play, which was
then  moulded  to fit prevailing views.  Richard, as presented by Shakespeare (alone
among writers on him—compare  More, and The  True Tragedy of Richard  III) is
a  singularly outward character, an absolute, untentative  villain, and is the
Nemesis  dealing out just vengeance at the cumulation of the Wars of the Roses.
This was perfectly acceptable  to Elizabethan audiences familiar with the
historical  tradition  of Richard and- also with  the  Vice  of the morality plays, with
which Richard  is analogous. But as  these two  points  of reference faded, Richard
appeared more of an individual personality, and stands apart from the rest of the
play, which  without its historical  ground  was  increasingly difficult to make
compelling.

The  play being unsuited to the times, the  thing was to change the play, and
this Colley Cibber  did, and his adaptation reigned  during the  eighteenth  and
nineteenth  centuries. It is as well to realise  just  how radical the adaptation  was:
Cibber’s version  is over  a  third  shorter  than Shakespeare’s  play, and made up
almost  equally of  original  Cibber and original Shakespeare (including a number
of lines  from  other plays, chiefly Henry VI, and  Henry V).  Cibber  disposed of
Clarence, Hastings, Edward and Margaret, and reduced Buckingham to
‘attendant lord’ rather  than co—conspirator, to the end  that ‘Buckingham  should
look  like  a  man of  quality, and speak  like  a  man of  sense: little  more is  wanted’.
Cibber  thus  concentrated  attention  entirely on Richard  while  at the  same  time
undermining his field of action, and the whole idea of  ‘history coming home to
roost'. But Cibber  knew  his  audiences  who were  happy to  exchange  the baffling
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background  of war and  faction  for  a  clear, exciting, bloody narrative, with plenty
of  pathos  for Richard’s  victims, and for the moral inwardness  that  Cibber added
to  make  Richard  a  fashionable sort of villain, declaring his  motives, self
justification and  twinges  of conscience. His deformity becomes explanation  for
his  villainy rather than  a sign  of it.

The  contemporary style of  tragic acting did not entirely suit  the play, but in
1741, Garrick  chose  the part of Richard to overthrow this style, and  triumphed
with a  new naturalness, and was particularly admired in the latter part of the
play, for  whereas  Shakespeare  ‘had taken  some of the shine off Richard, from the
coronation  onwards’ Cibber's Richard is entirely ‘himself  again’.  Garrick also
showed  a  new inwardness, a  looking into  the motivation of Richard, that  was in
tune with  current  moral  thinking:  Richard  should  be  a suffering soul.

The new theatres of the early nineteenth century _were much larger  than
those  of Garrick’s  day, and  with  them for the first time  came  an attempt at
specific and  accurate  scenery, though  not entirely successfully—fashionable,
rather than  strict Gothic  was the order of the day in sets, costumes and music.

In the Romantic period the old  idea  of evil  being ‘made splendid by the
admiring genius of the  wrong doer’ came  to the fore again, and  George  Frederick
Cooke’s  performance as an  obviously horrible villain was appropriate to the
times, but it was  Edmund Kean  who  fully realised the  ‘terror, pathos and
passion’—a  Byronic, even  a  Napoleonic, Richard. Junius  Brutus Booth, ousted
by Kean, made  a  success in America and his tradition of physical acting thrived
there to the  extent that  the Cibber version continued unchallenged in America
until the 1870s, and continued to be performed as  late  as the 1930s, even  after
Shakespeare had been re-established.

In England, in  1821, Macready tried  to restore Shakespeare, but his version
was still cut extensively and concentrated on Richard, and of  course  the
established  tradition  of  Cibber’s  version was hard to  break.  But it had bred  a
kind of  friendly contempt to the  extent  of  siting a  highly successful burlesque and
a  hippodrama  at Astley’s  amphitheatre, and the climate was right in  1845  for  a
fuller restoration of  Shakespeare, which  was successful and brought Margaret to
the fore, and  again, in 1870, as the emergence of an educated middle class
audience required the  play to be rescued  from  the ranting barnstorming tradition
it had  come  to be  associated with. Richard was now made ‘conscious of his
wickedness  .  .  .  vulnerable to retribution’, though  the  insensitive might  prefer the
older tradition: ‘Give us more  hump’!

The way was paved for  Irving’s  interpretation, which  tried to get the  best  of
both  worlds, with  a  lightness  of  touch  in the earlier part but yet  a ‘pathetically
sublime ending’.  The  emphasis  still remained firmly on the main character. His
legacy to  1the part was frivolity, which  did not help productions of:the  ’205  and
’30s;  the play was out of  fashion  and  thought  of simply as  a  magnificent vehicle
for ostentatious  one-man  acting.

World War II simplified notions of  evil  and  gave  the play another  lease  of
life, with Wolfit  playing a  Hitlerian  Richard, and  then  Olivier carried further
Irving’s  cynical amusement, and it was  possible  to find the play a  black comedy.
Olivier’s  Richard was  a  finished  villain  with  no inwardness, pushing motive  and
remorse to the periphery, but in  isolation, the rest of the  cast  being ‘little more
than chorus’. There  was still no feeling that they might  be more than so much
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undergrowth.  Olivier’s great  personal success made life difficult for future
productions, as also did the real horrors of  totalitarian  government, that  made
Richard’s  villainy look  a  small thing by comparison. Richard had either to lower
his profile, form part of  a  ‘comprehensible picture of the warring factions’ and
risk getting lost in the undergrowth, or he had to endeavour to stand comparison
with  Olivier, in which  case  the rest  were  nowhere—the  undergrowth  unless
particularly good  simply got flattened.

Ways  out of  this  impasse were  found; firstly by the  Hall/Barton  Royal
Shakespeare Company production in the  history cycle ‘Wars of the  Roses’ where
the play was set in its historical  context  of  power politics  and violence, and was
influenced by the views of Jan  Kott  in  Shakespeare  Our  Contemporary on the
‘continuing historical  process which  throws up and casts down  a  succession of
power  seekers’, as  also  was Bogdanovich in his  Young Vic production—the
emphasis is on  realpolitik,  on the sameness of political propaganda, the public
relations exercises—in  these  we  have  found  Shakespeare  our contemporary.
Alternatively it  takes  an exceptional performance to  succeed. Richard  is not
susceptible of  explanation, of  being understood. He  must  simply be; must claim
(belief. Olivier achieved this  in  isolation; Ramaz  Chkivadze  of the  Rustaveli
Company likewise  achieved-it, but the rest of the company lived up to  him: ‘the
seedy grotesque  evil  of Richard was everywhere... the production had the
actors to  spawn a  world of  Richards.  .  .  They were all of the same tribe, Richard
and Edward for  once  really brothers  .  .  .  one was transported  into a  region of
irredecmable  degeneracy.’

The  annotated text  follows the introduction. The inclusion of the play text  is
no  doubt  desirable for completeness, but one feels  that  it could have  been  printed
more concisely, since despite the brief  glossary its purpose is really to  carry the
annotations.  These  give useful detail of the cuts made at various times, and the
set dressing, the  composition  of the  nineteenth-century processions for the  battle,
Henry VI’s ‘funeral’ etc., but perhaps rather less on the  ‘points’ of individual
productions than one had  hoped for.  Obviously the sources for these are very
varied, being entirely literary for the earlier productions, and for more recent
productions  from  prompt  books, newspaper and  journal  reviews and, of  course,
first-hand experience. Comments  on  recent  productions  within one’s  own
memory are perhaps  more patchy than one would  like; certain points are noted,
others  that  one  would equally expect  to find are  not.

Many interesting comments are  made:  Shakespeare  in the council  scene (III,
iv) follows  More (via  Holinshed) closely, it is therefore possible  More’s
description  may originally have been  made use of as  a  guide  to  acting the  scene.
The  ‘mask dropping’ by Richard at the end of the Baynard  Castle  scene  (III, vii)
is  a  hangover  from Cibber—nothing in  Shakespeare’s text  warrants it.  Likewise
Garrick’s flinging away of his prayer  book  at  this point  was followed by every
actor  in Cibber’s version and has survived  into Shakespeare.  The  three queens’
lamentation  in IV, iv is comparable to the lamentation of the three  Marys  in the
mystery plays as Wolfgang Clemen points  out.  It is particularly interesting to
compare the  chronological  listing of the  varying treatments of the  famous  set
pieces, particularly of the  ghosts  and the  battle.  This  section as  a  whole serves as
a  valuable  guide  to the  critics’ comments, past and present, and by bringing
together  both  them  and the  points  made by actors  and directors enables one to
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survey the  '.Whole  acting- tradition  of the;  play, through which  all sorts of
interesting comparisons  emerge.
'  The  book  is  interestingly illustrated, and  makes  good  use'of  a wide range  of
sources. One may criticise in  detail, and perhaps consider the  book  expensive,
but it is  a very well  worth while undertaking. Theoretically,  if we had the  time
and  opportunity,  we too could consult the  authorities  used, but  unless  or until we
can, this  book  provides 'us  with  a  comprehensive introduction to  and' a
fascinating insight  into  Richard  as he was  played. Well  worth reading, and for
followers of Richard III who are  also  followers of  Richard 111,  well  worth
owning.

‘ ELIZABETH  M.  NoxEs

Notes  on Contributbré'

Lorraine  Attreed.  Research Officer  of the  American  branch of the Society.
Now at  Harvard  University as  a  Ph. D.  student.

Robert  C.  Hairsine.  A  member of the  Society. Co-editor  of the file of
Chancery Warrants, C.  81/1392,  in The  Ricardian.  Numbers  64, 66 (1979).

Elizabeth  Nokes.  Secretary of the  London Branch  and member of the
Committee  of the  Society.  '

James  Petre.  A member since 1967; qualified teacher;  currently reseai‘ching
the  decline  of the  castle' m England  at  King’ s, London.  Co-author  of  Cas_tIes:A
History and  Guide  (Blandford  1980).
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